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Multiple-Award Winning Novels
Reckoning
Book One of The Many Deaths of Dynamistress
Superhero (Science Fiction)

The only thing young Dinah Geof-Craigs wanted to be when
she grew up was a famous, super-powered meta-human. But
puberty came and went without the genetic gift she felt she
deserved. So she determined to correct Mother Nature's
"oversight." Even if it killed her.

Redemption
Book Two of The Many Deaths of Dynamistress
Superhero (Science Fiction)
Dynamistress has fulfilled her dreams... a member of one of
the most respected super-teams in the nation, her face on
the cover of Supers magazine, even her own fan club! But a
deep, lingering guilt makes her question whether she deserves any of it, and even if she's really doing the right thing.

One Nation Under God
Dystopian (General Fiction)

Eleven year-old Mary Christopher is the daughter of the President of the United States in the not-too-distant future. This
is the story of her coming-of-age in a nation rife with social
unrest, and the devastating discovery that her idolized father
is to blame for much of the turmoil.
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Wish You Were Here
Fantasy

An atypical fantasy story, wherein a teenage Earth boy's contemporary attitudes and beliefs are taken to task on an alien
world. This is the story of his coming-of-age in unfamiliar surroundings, full of adventure, tragedy, fame, fortune, romance… and his search for a way home.
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